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Abstract
We elaborate on the presymplectic BV-AKSZ approach to local gauge theories and apply it to conformal gravity. More specifically, we identify a compatible
presymplectic structure on the minimal model of the total BRST complex of the
theory and show that these structures determine a full-scale BV formulation for
a specific frame-like action which seems to be not known before. Remarkably,
the underlying frame-like description does not require any artificial off-shell constraints. Instead, the action becomes equivalent to the usual conformal gravity one
upon gauging away all the pure gauge variables associated to the kernel of the
presymplectic structure. Finally, we show how the presymplectic BV-AKSZ formalism extends to generic gauge theories.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that AKSZ sigma models [1] with finite dimensional target
spaces are topological (=no local degrees of freedom). However if one replaces
target space symplectic structure with possibly degenerate presymplectic one,
one arrives [2] at an elegant AKSZ-like representations for the familiar 1st order Lagrangians of gauge theories and makes manifest the graded geometry
underlying the frame-like formulations of gravity and higher spin fields.
It has been later realised that the target space of the presymplectic AKSZ
formulation arises as an equivalent reformulation of the total BRST complex
of the local gauge theory in question while the presymplectic structure can be
seen as a BRST extension of the well-known on-shell presymplectic structure
[3, 4, 5] (also known as the presymplectic current). Moreover, the presymplectic
current itself can be seen [6] as the decent completion of the Batalin-Vilkovisky
(BV) symplectic structure.
More recently, it became clear [7], that not only the Lagrangian but also
the entire BV formulation [8] of a given local gauge field theory can be encoded in the presymplectic AKSZ formulation.1 In particular, the target space
presymplectic structure defines a presymplectic structure on the space of AKSZ
fields. Taking the symplectic quotient results in the BV symplectic structure
which together with the BV-BRST differential determines BV master action.
This motivates that the presymplectic BV-AKSZ framework can be considered
as a rather flexible and general extension of the usual BV-BRST approach. In
this approach a Lagrangian local gauge theory is described in terms of fields,
which can be subject to differential constraints. For instance, a formulation of
the Lagrangian system in terms of the stationary surface (equation manifold in
the PDE theory terminology) is a typical example of such a description.
When applied to Lagrangian gauge theories extending gravity this approach
gives an interesting interpretation of the theories (and their underlying geometry, e.g. Cartan geometry) in terms of the differential graded (pre)symplectic ge1

Mention also an alternative AKSZ approach [9] to general relativity based on space+time decomposition.
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ometry. It is also worth mentioning recent application of presymplectic AKSZ
approach to constructing Lagrangian description of interacting higher spin theories [10].
In this work we apply the full-scale presymplectic AKSZ approach to conformal gravity. The theory has been extensively studied [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], and
has interesting properties, for instance it is renormalizable although non-unitary.
We concentrate on the minimal version (also known as minimal model) of the
jet-bundle BV-BRST complex of the theory, which can be obtained via additional reduction of the one initially put forward in [16, 17, 18] (see also [19]),
and present a presymplectic structure therein which defines a full-scale BVAKSZ description of the theory. This gives a new formulation of conformal
gravity in terms of the connection of the conformal algebra, where the field
content and gauge symmetries are fully determined by the underlying presymplectic Q-manifold and no artificial constraints (like the familiar torsion-free
constraint of the formulation [11]) are needed (see also [20] for the discussion
of frame-like formulations of conformal gravity)). In this aspect our formulation can be considered natural and arising from first principles.
The graded geometry structures identified in this work give a new perspective on the underlying conformal geometry and more generally Cartan geometry. The formulation itself can be useful in the analysis of the respective QFT
as it naturally comprises the respective BV formulation and the local BRST
cohomology complex.
Finally we present an extension of the presymplectic BV-AKSZ formulation to the case of not necessarily diffeomorphism-invariant systems, where
the underlying Q-manifold is not a product of the AKSZ source and the target and one has to resort to more general object known as gauge PDE [21] (see
also [22, 23] for earlier but less geometrical description), which can be formulates as, in general, a nontrivial Q-bundle [24] over the shifted tangent bundle
over the space-time.
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2 Presymplectic BV-AKSZ formulation
2.1 AKSZ sigma models
From the very beginning the AKSZ approach [1] has been formulated for Lagrangian theories. Although its extension to gauge systems at the level of equations of motion is straitforward and amounts to forgetting the symplectic structure and rephrasing everything in terms of the BRST differential rather than BV
master action it is instructive to start with this more general case.
By AKSZ sigma model at the level of equations of motion we mean a pair
of Z-graded Q-manifolds, one of which, (T [1]X, dX ), where dX is the de Rham
differential of X seen as a Q structure on T [1]X, is regarded as source (i.e. X
is a genuine space-time) and another one (F, q) as the target. The Z-grading is
denoted as gh() in what follows. In particular, for (T [1]X, dX ) the ghost degree
is just a form-degree.
Fields of the model are maps form the source to the target. It is convenient
to introduce a trivial fiber bundle (E, Q) = (T [1]X, dX ) × (F, q) (here we
mean product of Q-manifolds, i.e. Q = q + dX in the adapted coordinates and
regard fields as section T [1]X → E. Recall that such maps are by definition
homomorphisms of the algebras of functions and, in contrast to supermaps,
they preserve the degree). The generalization to the case where such a bundle
is trivial only locally (but still Q = q + dX ) is straightforward. More general
situation is discussed in Section 4.
If σ : T [1]X → E denote a field configuration then the equations of motion
read as
dX ◦ σ ∗ = σ ∗ ◦ Q .
(2.1)
The infinitesimal gauge variation of the configuration σ is given by
δσ ∗ = dX ◦ ξ ∗ + ξ ∗ ◦ Q

(2.2)

where ξ ∗ : C ∞ (E) → C ∞ (T [1]X) is a gauge parameter map, which has a degree
−1 and satisfies
ξ ∗(f g) = (ξ ∗(f ))σ ∗(g) + (−1)|f |σ ∗ (f )ξ ∗(g) .
5

(2.3)

In a similar way one defines gauge for gauge symmetries. The above is just a
coordinate-free reformulation of the equations of motion and gauge symmetries
encoded in the BRST differential of the AKSZ sigma models. Details can be
found in [21].
A remarkable feature of the AKSZ construction is that the full-scale BV formulation (at the level of equations of motion) is also encoded in the AKSZ data.
More precisely, the space of fields, ghosts, and antifields is given by super-maps
from T [1]X to F (super-sections of E) so that the space of sections is recovered as the degree 0 component (the body) of the space of super-sections. The
coordinates (fields and antifields) on the space of supermaps can be introduced
as:
0

1

2

µ
A
µ ν
σ
b∗ (ψ A ) = ψ A (x) + ψ A
µ (x)θ + ψ µν (x)θ θ + . . . ,

(2.4)

where σ
b∗ is a pullback map induced by super-section σ
b and we made use of
A
local coordinates ψ on M and the adapted local coordinates xµ, θµ induced by
k

local coordinates xµ on X. Note that form-degree k components ψ A
µ1 ...µk carry
A
ghost degree gh(ψ ) − k. The space of maps is recovered by setting to zero all
the coordinates of nonvanishing degree.
In the field-theoretical terms the BRST differential of the AKSZ sigma
model can be written as:
Z
 δ
s = dnxdn θ q A (ψ(x, θ)) + dX ψ A (x, θ) δψA (x, θ) ,
(2.5)
where n = dim X.
If in addition to Q-structure the target space is equipped with the compatible
symplectic structure ω of degree gh(ω) = n−1, i.e. ω is nondegenerate, dω = 0
and Lq ω = 0 then the theory described by the AKSZ model is Lagrangian. More
specifically, introducing H via dH = iq ω the action can be written as:
Z
S[σ] =
[σ ∗(χ))(dX ) + σ ∗(H)] ,
(2.6)
T [1]X

where σ denotes a section: T [1]X → E and we have introduced one form
presymplectic potential χ such that dχ = ω.
6

It turns out that just like the BRST differential the BV master action can also
be immediately written just in terms of q, ω, dX . More precisely, it is given by
Z
S[b
σ] =
[b
σ ∗(χ))(dX ) + σ
b∗(H)] ,
(2.7)
T [1]X

i.e. has the same form as the classical action but with σ replaced with σ
b. It
satisfies the master equation with respect to the odd Poisson bracket of degree
1 induced by ω on the space of super-sections [1].
If the target space is finite-dimensional the AKSZ sigma model is topological (for n > 1). However, generic diffeomorphism-invariant gauge theories
can be represented as AKSZ sigma models at the price of considering infinitedimensional targets. For instance taking as M a fiber of the jet-bundle of BVBRST formulation for a diff-invariant gauge system and as q the restriction
its BV-BRST differential to the fiber (in the diff-invariant case the BV-BRST
formulation can be locally encoded in the fiber, see e.g. [25, 26, 22]) the respective AKSZ sigma model is equivalent to the initial gauge theory [22] (see
also [23, 27] for the Lagrangian version). Various equivalent (AKSZ) formulations can be arrived at by equivalent reductions of the target Q-manifold.

2.2 Presymplectic BV-AKSZ formulation
It turns out that relaxing the nondegeneracy condition for ω gives a natural generalization of AKSZ sigma models. By presymplectic AKSZ sigma model we
mean the same data (T [1]X, dX ) and (F, q), where F is equipped with not necessarily invertible 2-form ω satisfying gh(ω) = n − 1, Lq ω = 0, dω = 0.
An important difference with the usual AKSZ is that we do not necessarily
require that the underlying gauge system is determined by the BRST differential s given by (2.5). Instead, the gauge system is determined by the action
functional (2.6), where some of the fields (on which the action doesn’t really
depend) are gauged away. It turns out that a variety of gauge theories can be
represented in this way [2].
To make the definition of a presymplectic BV-AKSZ formulation precise let
us restrict for the moment to a coordinate patch U ⊂ X and use the adapted coordinates xµ , θµ, ψ A . Then it is convenient to represent the space of supermaps
7

Smaps(T [1]U, F ) as Maps(U, F̄ ), where F̄ = Smaps(Rn [1], F ). A generic
supermap from F̄ is given by:
∗

A

σ
b (ψ ) =

n
X
1
l=0

l

l!

µl
µ1
ψA
µ1 ...µl θ . . . θ ,

(2.8)

l

so that as coordinates on F̄ one can take ψ A
µ1 ...µl , l = 0, . . . n = dim X. In what
follows we use ΨI as a collective notation for the coordinates of F̄ . Applying
the same construction to all the coordinate charts of X results in the locallytrivial fiber bundle Ē over X with a typical fiber F̄ . 2
The 2-form ω on F defines a 2 form ω̄ on F̄ in the standard way:
Z
ω̄ = dn θ ωAB (ψ(θ)) dψ A(θ)dψ B (θ) ,

(2.9)

where dψ A (θ) can be seen as a generating function for the differentials dΨI .
Note that this form transforms as a density on U under the change of xµ coordinates. It defines a density on X with values in the 2-forms on the fiber,
which is defined globally.3
By construction ω̄ is closed and gh(ω̄) = −1. In addition we assume that ω̄
is regular. This may involve taking as F̄ only those supermaps where the rank
of ω̄ is constant and maximal rank (this is exactly what one naturally does in
the case of GR and, as we are going to see, in the case of conformal gravity).
A regular closed two form defines an involutive distribution of its zero vectors,
i.e. vector fields satisfying iV ω̄ = 0. It is the standard fact that the symplectic
quotient (the space of the integrable submanifolds, which exists, at least locally)
is naturally a symplectic manifold which we denote Ḡ in what follows. Moreover, it can be realised (again, at least locally) as a submanifold transversal to
the kernel distribution in which case the symplectic structure coincides with the
restriction of ω̄ to the submanifold. In this way we have arrived at the space of
fields equipped with the odd symplectic structure of ghost degree −1, just like
in the case of BV formalism.
To have a complete BV formulation, in addition to the symplectic structure
ω̄ on the space of fields we need a master-action satisfying master equation.
2
3

Note that although E is assumed trivial now Ē can be only locally-trivial if T X is not globally-trivial.
Another possibility is to is to define an n + 2 form ω Ē = (dx)n ω̄ on the total space of Ē.
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To analyse this it is convenient to consider a jet bundle J ∞ (Ē), where Ē →
X is the introduced above fiber bundle with the typical fiber F̄ . The BV-like
symplectic structure is then introduced in the standard way as an (n, 2) form
ω pBV = (dx)nω̄IJ dv ΨI dv ΨJ ,

(2.10)

where we used standard local coordinates on J ∞ (Ē), induced by trivialisation
Ē|U = T [1]U × F̄ . Note that this symplectic structure is defined globally on Ē.
More invariant description of the underlying geometry and its generalization is
presented in section 4.
When written in terms of J ∞ (Ē) the integrand (over X) of the BV-like
action (2.7) reads as

K = (dx)n

Z

LBV = K + H̄ ,
dn θχA (ψ(θ))θµDµ ψ A (θ) ,

H̄ = (dx)n

Z

dn θH(ψ(θ)) ,

(2.11)
where Dµ denote total derivatives on J (Ē). It turns out that the restriction of
LBV to the jet sub-bundle associated to the symplectic quotient Ḡ realized as a
submanifold of F̄ satisfies all the conditions for the BV master action.
∞

To see this let us first introduce a natural prolongation q̄ of the vector field q
from F to F̄ :
q̄(ψ A (θ)) = (qψ A )(θ).
(2.12)
Note that q̄ is a Hamiltonian vector field on F̄ with Hamiltonian H̄, i.e. iq̄ ω̄ =
dH̄. Now we can introduce a vertical evolutionary vector field s:
s = D + q̄ pr ,

(2.13)

where q̄ pr denotes a natural prolongation of q̄ to Ē defined by requiring [Qpr , Dµ ] =
0 and D is a vertical evolutionary vector field defined through Dψ A (θ) =
θµ Dµ (ψ A (θ)).
We have the following relations [7]:
iD ω pBV = dv K + dh (·) ,

iD iD ω pBV = dh (·) ,

(2.14)

as well as
iD iq̄pr ω pBV = dh (·) .
9

(2.15)

which can be directly checked and amount to:
is ω pBV = dv LBV + dh (·) ,

is is ω pBV = dh (·) .

(2.16)

The above relations remain intact when restricted to J ∞ (Ḡ × X) understood as
a jet subbundle of Ē (recall that we assumed that the symplectic quotient Ḡ is
realised as a submanifold of F̄ ), where by restriction of s we mean its projection
induced by the projection F̄ → Ḡ (recall that there is a natural projection to the
symplectic quotient). If by some abuse of notations s denotes its projection to
J ∞ (Ḡ × X) the restricted relations read as:
is ω BV = dv LBV + dh (·) ,

is is ω BV = dh (·) ,

(2.17)

where ω BV is the restriction of ω BV to J ∞ (Ḡ × X) ⊂ J ∞ (Ē). Because Ḡ is
symplectic the above relation imply the classical master equation satisfied by
LBV .
To summarize we have shown how a presymplectic BV-AKSZ system gives
rise to a genuine BV gauge system. The only subtle point is whether a resulting
BV master action is a proper solution to the master equation. This has to be
addressed separately.

2.3 Target space and the total BRST complex
A natural question is what is the origin of the target space Q-manifold. It turns
out that it is directly related to the total BRST complex of the system.
Suppose we start with a jet-bundle BV formulation. The underlying bundle
is E → X, i.e. coordinates on its fibres are fields, ghosts, ghosts-for ghosts,
. . . , as well as antifields (For the moment we do not assume the system to be
Lagrangian and hence in general there is no natural pairing between fields and
antifields). The jet-space BRST complex is given by local functions on J ∞ (E)
with the differential being the BRST differential s, i.e. a degree 1 vertical evolutionary vector field on J ∞ (E).
If the system in question is diffeomorphism-invariant (i.e. space-time reparametrizations are among the gauge symmetries encoded in s), differential s does not
depend on x and hence its restriction to a finer define a Q-structure (which we
10

keep denoting by s) on a typical fiber F of J ∞ (E). Moreover, locally on X, Qmanifold (F, s) is equivalent to the total BRST complex of the system, i.e. the
complex of horizontal forms on J ∞ (E) with the differential being se = dh + s
and the degree being ghost degree plus form degree.
It is known [22] that in diff-invariant case the AKSZ sigma model (at the
level of equations of motion) with the target (F, S) (or its equivalent reduction)
and source T [1]X gives an equivalent formulation of the gauge system in question. Furthermore, the compatible presymplectic structure ω on F can be traced
back [7] (see also [6]) to the initial BV symplectic structure extended to a cocycle of the total BRST differential se. More detailed and general exposition of
the relation is given in Section 4.

3 Presymplectic AKSZ form of conformal gravity
3.1 Conformal gravity
Conformal gravity is a well-known theory of gravity with an additional gauge
invariance compared to GR: local Weyl invariace. The action for such theory is
given by
Z
S[g] =

d4 xWµνρλ W µνρλ ,

(3.1)

where Wµνρλ is the trace-free part of the Riemann curvature Rµνρλ . The indices
are raised and lowered by the metric gµν . Weyl invariance implies that the action
only depends on the conformal class of the metric [gµν ] = gµν / ∼, where gµν ∼
′
gµν
= e2φ gµν . In field theoretical terms, the infinitesimal gauge symmetries of
the theory are given by
δgµν = ξ ρ ∂ρ gµν + gµρ ∂ν ξ ρ + gρν ∂µ ξ ρ + 2ωgµν ,

(3.2)

where ξ µ and ω are parameters of the diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations respectively.
The equation of motion determined by S[g] read as:
Bµν = 0 ,

Bµν = P ρλ Wµρνλ + ∇ρ ∇ρPµν − ∇ρ ∇µ Pνρ ,
11

(3.3)

where Pµν is the Schouten tensor. (See A for definitions.) Tensor Bµν is known
as Bach tensor and it is Weyl invariant so that, as they should be, EOMs are
diffeomorphism and Weyl invariant.

3.2 Frame like formulation
Just like in the case of Einstein gravity where Poincare algebra is the maximal
symmetry of a vacuum solution and the theory itself can be reformulated in
terms of the connection of Poincare algebra, the maximal symmetry of a solution to conformal gravity is the conformal algebra o(d, 2) and the theory itself
is expected to have a formulation in terms of the connection of o(4, 2).
We use the usual basis in o(4, 2) given by translations Pa , special conformal transformations Ka , Lorentz transformations Jab, and dilation D, where the
commutation relation read as:
= ηbcJad + ηad Jbc − ηac Jbd − ηbd Jac ,
[Jab, Pc ] = ηbcPa − ηacPb ,
[Pa , D] = Pa ,

[Jab, Kc] = ηbc Ka − ηac Kb ,
[Ka, D] = −Ka ,

(3.4)

[Ka, Pb ] = −2(ηabD + Jab) .
Here ηab denotes a constant Minkowski metric of signature if almost positive
signature.
Connection 1-form A decomposes as:
A = ea Pa + ω ab Jab + f aKa + λD

(3.5)

Ω = T a Pa + Rab Jab + S a Ka + ΛD .

(3.6)

and the curvature as:

Here and in what follows we systematically omit the wedge product symbol.
The action of the conformal gravity in terms of connection of the conformal
group can be written in the following form [11]:
Z
S[e, f, ω, λ] = Rab Rcd ǫabcd ,
(3.7)
12

where

(0)

Rab = R ab + (eafb − eb fa )

(3.8)

is the Lorenz sector part of the full conformal curvature and
(0)
R ab =

dωab + ωa c ωcb

(3.9)

is the usual curvature of the Lorentz connection, and ǫabsd is an invariant totally
antisymmetric tensor and ǫ0123 = 1.
Here we do not discuss global space-time geometry and hence consider
Lagrangians modulo total derivatives. In particular the Gauss-Bonnet term
(0)

(0)

R ab R cd ǫabcd can be omitted and the action can be rewritten as:
Z
(0)
S = (2 R ab (ec fd − ed fc) + (ea fb − eb fa )(ec fd − ed fc )ǫabcd =
Z
(0)
= (4 R ab ec fd + 4ea fb ec fd )ǫabcd =
Z
= 4 (dωabec fd + ωa k ωkbec fd + ea fbec fd )ǫabcd .

(3.10)

It turns out [11] that action (3.10) is equivalent through elimination of the
auxiliary fields to the standard conformal gravity action in the metric formulation (3.1), provided one in addition imposes the torsion constraint
Ta = dea + ωa beb + ea λ = 0

(3.11)

is assumed. This constraint is in fact algebraic (allows to uniquely express ωab
in terms of ea and λ) and hence the system remains Lagrangian. Now we briefly
recall how this works. Technical details can be found in Appendix A
Let us consider first equations for fd :
ǫabcd Rab ec = 0.

(3.12)

The curvature 2-form can be expanded as Rab = Rabcd ξ c ξ d . Then equation
(3.12) implies Rc bcd = 0 which in turn gives:
f =−
13

1 (0)
R
6

(3.13)

and
fb,µ

(0)
(0)
1
1 d
= − (e ,µ Rc bcd − eb,µ R ) ,
2
6

(3.14)

(0)
R =Ra bac

(0)

η bc ). One concludes that on-shell fa,µ is
where f = f µ ea and
an auxiliary field which coincides with with the Schouten tensor (expressed
through the frame field ea µ ) on shell and can be eliminated.
a

µ

Taking into account Ta = 0, the Bianchi identities dΩ + [A, Ω] = 0 for the
entire the torsion sector
ec Rc a + ea Λ = 0 ,
(3.15)
implies (see Appendix A for details) that the curvature in the sector of dilations
vanishes
Λ = dλ + ea f a = 0 .
(3.16)
Let us turn our attention to gauge transformations. Consider the following
transformations:
δA = dα + [A, α] ,
(3.17)
under which Ω transforms as:
δΩ = [Ω, α] .

(3.18)

Note in general these are not gauge symmetries of the action. It turns out that
for α = ba Ka, i.e. for α non-vansihing only in the sector of ”special conformal
transformations”, this transformation is a gauge symmetry of the action thanks
to T a = 0. These gauge transformations are algebraic in the sector of λ (dilation
part of the connection):
δλ = −ea ba .
(3.19)
It follows λ is pure gauge and can always be set to zero by a gauge transformation. In this gauge the torsion free condition (3.11) implies that ω is just the
Levi-Civita connection.
To summarize: action (3.7) supplemented with the torsion constraint (3.11)
is equivalent to the Weyl action through the elimination of generalized auxiliary
fields (auxiliary fields + algebraic pure gauge fields). The equivalent reduction
boils down to the following steps:
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1. Eliimination of the auxiliary field f a µ
2. Algebraically solving zero torsion condition for the Lorentz connection,
ω = ω(e, λ)
3. Using gauge symmetry (3.17) with α = ba Ka, which is algebraic in the
sector of λµ , to set λµ = 0. In this way we arrived to action (3.1) modulo
a topological term but expressed in terms of the frame field eaµ rather than
metric.
4. Using gauge symmetry (3.17) with α = k a Jab to eliminate all the components of the frame field but the metric,4 giving the initial (3.1) in terms of
the metric.

3.3 Jet-bundle BRST complex for CGR
As we recalled in Section 2.3 the target space of the AKSZ formulation of a
given diff.-invariant system originates from a fiber of the jet-bundle BV-BRST
formulation of the system. Now we recall this formulation for CGR in the
metric-like form and construct a particularly useful minimal model for the respective total BRST complex.
Let us restrict to local analysis and introduce the respective structures using local coordinates. The bundle E is that of the metric gµν (x), ghosts ξ µ (x)
associated to the diffeomorphism parameters and ghost λ(x), associated to the
parameter of Weyl rescalings. The associated coordinates on the jet-bundle
J ∞ (E) read as:
xµ gµν|α... , ξ µ |α... , λ|α... .
(3.20)
In these coordinates total derivatives Da have the standard form, e.g. Dc gab =
gab|c .
4

This step is analogous to the elimination of the metric from the CGR BRST complex and strictly speaking
might require assumptions. See Appendix D.
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The gauge part γ of the BRST differential is determined by
γgµν = ξ ρ gµν|ρ + ξ ρ |µ gρν + ξ ρ |ν gρµ − 2λgµν ,
γξ µ = ξ ρ ξ µ |ρ ,

(3.21)

γλ = ξ ρ λ|ρ ,
together with the conditions [Dµ , γ] and γxµ = 0 (i.e. it is a vertical and evolutionary vector field).
The total BRST complex is given by the local horizontal forms on J ∞ (E)
(which, as before, we identify with functions on J ∞ (E) pulled back to T [1]X.
In local coordinates these are simply functions on a new variables θµ , i.e. coordinate on the fibers of T [1]X, and coordinates (3.20). The total BRST differential reads as
γe = γ + dh ,
dh = θµ Dµ
(3.22)

Its cohomology in form degree n + k, k > 0 are known to be locally isomorphic
to the cohomology of γ in the space of local functionals.

The above complex is the total BRST complex for off-shell CGR, i.e. CGR
without equations of motion imposed. Its on-shell version is obtained by replacing J ∞ (E) by its subbundle E determined by the equations of motion Bµν = 0
and their prolongations D(α) Bµν = 0. A possible alternative is to introduce
antifields and to work in terms of the complete BRST differential s = γ + δ.
Because CGR is diff invariant the total BRST complex is locally equivalent
to that of local functions on the typical fiber F of E equipped with γ restricted to
the fiber. Moreover, the AKSZ sigma model with the source T [1]X and target
(F, γ) is locally equivalent [22] to the CGR (at the level of EOMs).

3.4 Minimal model of the BRST complex for CGR
We are interested in the presymplectic BV-AKSZ formulation that is natural in
the sense that it involves a minimal number of fields (among all equivalent formulation of this type). In particular, the resulting formulation can be regards
as a canonical one (of course there remains a freedom of field redefinition). To
this end it is natural to consider as a target space a minimal Q-manifold that is
equivalent to the (F, γ) in the sense of natural equivalence of Q-manifolds. It
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is known [22] that AKSZ sigma models (at the level of equations of motion)
based on equivalent target Q-manifolds are equivalent in the sense of elimination of generalized auxiliary fields. Moreover, minimal Q-manifold corresponds to frame-like formulation of the underlying model. Minimal models for
various local gauge theories were discussed from different perspectives in e.g.
[28, 26, 22, 29] but the idea and somewhat implicit version appeared already
in [30, 31, 32].
Let us recall the notion of equivalence for Q-manifolds. First of all we need
the following:
Definition 3.1. A contractible Q-manifold is a Q-manifold of the form (T [1]V, dV ),
where V is a graded linear space understood as a graded manifold and dV is a
canonical differential (De Rham) on T [1]V .
For our present purposes it is enough to consider a rather restrictive version
of equivalence: a Q-manifold (N, q) is called an equivalent reduction of (F, γ)
if (F, γ) = (N, q) × (T [1]V, dV ), i.e. F is a product N × T [1]V and the γ is a
product Q-structure. This generates the equivalence relation for Q-manifolds.
It follows from the definition of the equivalent reduction that there exists
independent functions wa , v a on F such that γwa = v a and (N, q) can be identified as a Q-submanifold determined by wa = 0 and v a = 0. Indeed, as wa , v a
one can take linear coordinates on T [1]V pulled back to F by the canonical
projection F → T [1]V . Moreover, one can introduce a local coordinate system
φi , wa, v a on F where
γφi = γ i(φ) ,

γwa = v a .

(3.23)

In this form it is clear why the equivalent reduction from (F, γ) to (N, q) is
often refereed to as elimination of contractible pairs (in this form it has been
extensively used in the context of local BRST cohomology for a long time, see
e.g. [33, 25, 26, 34, 35]).
A particular equivalent reduction of the Q-manifold (F, γ) in the case of
off-shell CGR has been obtained by N. Boulanger in [16, 17]. More precisely,
it was shown that all the derivatives of the metric except for Weyl curvature
and its independent covariant derivatives can be taken as wa variables while
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the respective v a variables parameterize all the derivatives of ghosts of order 2
and higher. As coordinates φi one takes: ξ µ , ξµ ν related to ξ µ ghost and its 1-st
derivatives, λ, κa related to κ ghost and its 1-st derivatives, and Wµνρσ|α... parameterizing Weyl tensor and its independent covariant derivatives. The action
of γ on the ghost degree 1 variables is given by
γξµ = ξ ρ ξρµ ,
1
λν
γξµ ν = ξµ ρ ξρ ν + Pµρ
κλ ξ ρ + ξ ρ ξ λ Wµ ν ρλ ,
2
1
γκν = ξν ρ κρ + ξ ρ ξ λ Cνρλ ,
2
γλ = κρ ξ ρ ,

(3.24)

λν
where Pµρ
= −g λν gµρ + δµλ δρν + δρλ δµν , and denotes the Cotton tensor which can
be expressed in our coordinates as Cµνρ = W α µνρ|α . In what follows we will
also denote Cµνρ|α1 ... := W α µνρ|αα1 ... . The action of γ on degree zero variables
reads as
γgµν = −2λgµν + ξµ ρ gρν + ξν ρ gaρ
(3.25)

and on Weyl tensor and its covariant derivatives γ acts in the following way:
γW = ξ µ Rµ W + ξ µ ν ∆ν µ W + κµ Γµ W ,

(3.26)

where
Rβ W µ νρσ;α1 ...αk = W µ νρσ;α1 ...αk β ,
∆β γ W µ νρσ;α1 ...αk = −δγµ W β νρσ;α1 ...αk + δνβ W µ γρσ;α1 ...αk + . . . .

(3.27)

The action of Γµ can be determined from the nilpotency of γ and can be found
in [16]. For example, γ 2κa = 0 implies the relation Γκ Cµνρ = W κ µνρ which we
need in what follows. We refer to [16] for further details.
For our purposes we need to reduce the above Q-manifold even further. It
turns out that under some assumption on allowed class of metric configurations
one can eliminate the metric together with the symmetric component of ξµν .
Indeed,
γgµν = −2λgµν + ξµ ρ gρν + ξν ρ gaρ = −2λgµν + 2ξ(µν) .
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(3.28)

We relegate the discussion of the conditions under which this gives an equivalent reduction (for instance this the case if the metric is Euclidean) to Appendix D and simply assume that these are fulfilled.
In a suitable coordinate system xa we decompose gab = ηab + hab , with ηab
being standard Minkowski metric and find
γhab = −2λgab + 2ξ(ab) ,

1

ξ(ab) = 2 (ξa c gcb + ξb c gac ) .

(3.29)

So that hab can be taken as wa variables in the equivalent reduction. The reduced
Q-manifold is obtained by setting hab = γhab = 0, giving
gab = ηab ,

ξ(ab) = ληab .

(3.30)

In what follows we use the antysymmetric matrix ρab = 21 (ξab−ξba ) to parametrize
the remaining components of ξab .
To summarize, the reduced Q-manifold is coordinatized by degree 1 coordinates ξ a , ρab and degree 0 coordinates Wµ(ν ρ λ|α...) (though it is very convenient
to work with the overcomplete set of W -coordinates Wµνρλ|α... as we keep doing). The action of the reduced γ (denoted by q below) on the ghost degree 1
coordinates can be easily obtained from (3.24) and is given explicitly by 5 :
qξ a = ρa c ξ c + ξ a λ ,
1
qρa b = ρa c ρc b + (ξ a κb − ξb κa ) + ξ c ξ d W a bcd ,
2
1
qκb = κc ρc b + λκb + ξ c ξ d Cbcd ,
2
c
qλ = κc ξ .

(3.31)

The action of q on W -coordinates is also easily infered from (3.26). In particular, for the Weyl and Cotton tensors we explicitly get:
qW a bcd = ξ k W a bcd|k − ρk a W k bcd + ρb k W a kcd + ρc k W a bkd + ρd k W abck + 2λW a bcd ,
qCabc = ξ k Cabc|k + ρa k Ckbc + ρb k Cakc + ρc k Cabk + 3λCabk + κk W k abc .
(3.32)
It should be stressed that the second equation is not written in independent coordinates which are the properly symmetrized Weyl ”derivatives”. Furthermore,
5

By setting to zero W and C one arrives at the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential for conformal algebra, however
in a slightly rescaled basis comparing to (3.4)
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we need an on-shell version of this Q-manifold which is obtained by first restricting from in the fiber of jet-bundle to the surface where Bab and its differential consequences are set to zero. The eliminatin of contractible pairs of γ is
not affected as equations of motion do not affect ghosts and gauge non-invariant
quantities.
In this way we have arrived at the Q-manifold (F, q) which is going to serve
as a target space of the presymplectic AKSZ formulation of CGR.

3.5 Presymplectic structure
As was discussed above the minimal Q-manifold of CGR admits a compatible
presymplectic structure of ghost degree n−1, which originates from the descent
completion of the BV symplectic structure. More precisely, the minimal Qmanifold can be seen as a Q-submanifold of total BRST complex of CGR and
the presymplectic structure can be obtained as the restriction of the descent
completion to the submanifold.6
Instead of computing the descent completion and its transfer to the minimal Q-manifold, which can be quite involved technically, we try to find such a
structure by considering a generic ansatz of the closed 2-form of ghost degree
3 and not involving higher Weyl tensors. By some trial and error one finds that
the correct presymplectic structure should involve Weyl tensor and Cotton tensors and the remaining ambiguity is fixed by q-invariance. The end result reads
explicitly as:
ω = ωW − 2ωC ,
ωC = d(ξa )d(C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) .

ωW = d(ρab)d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) ,

(3.33)

Proposition 3.2. Presymplectic structure (3.33) satisfies: dω = 0, Lq ω = 0,
and gh(ω) = n + 1 and hence together with the homological vector field q it
defines a presymplectic AKSZ model.
The first and the third properties are obvious. Let us give here main points
of the proof of Lq ω = 0 (details are relegated to the Appendix B). It is enough
6

In this setup, this is just an explicit realization of the homotopy transfer.
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to show that iq ω = dH for some H. We have the following relations:
iq ωW = d(ρal ρl b W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) + (ξa κb − ξb κa )d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k )+
1
+ Wabij ξ i ξ j d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) + d(ρab)ξ j W abnm|j ǫnmpk ξ pξ k . (3.34)
2
It is nearly dHW with HW given by
HW = ρal ρl b W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k + 2ξa κb W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k +
+ Wabij ξ i ξ j W abnmǫnmpk ξ pξ k , (3.35)
with the discrepancy being
iq ωW − dHW = −2d(ξa)κbW abnm ǫnmpk ξ p ξ k +
+ 2ξa d(κb)W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k + d(ρab)ξ j W abnm|j ǫnmpk ξ pξ k . (3.36)
As for the second term ωC we find:
iq ωC = ρan ξ n d(C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + d(ξ a)ρa n Cnbc ǫbcpk ξp ξk +
+ξa λd(C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + d(ξa )λC abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk +

(3.37)

+d(ξa )ξ dCabc|d ǫbcpk ξp ξk + d(ξ a)κk W k abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk .
Introducing:
HC = ρan ξ nC a bc ǫbcpk ξp ξk + ξa λC abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ,

(3.38)

we find
iq ωC − dHC = −d(ρan )ξ nC abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk + ξa d(λ)C abcǫbcpk ξp ξk +
+d(ξa)ξ d Cabc|d ǫbcpk ξp ξk −d(ξ a)κk Wakbcǫbcpk ξp ξk ,

(3.39)

so that
iq (ω0 − 2ωC ) = dH ,

(3.40)

where the ”Hamiltonian” is given by:
H = HW − 2HC =
= ρal ρl bW abnm ǫnmpk ξ p ξ k + 2ξa κb W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k − 2ρan ξ nC a bc ǫbcpk ξp ξk −
− 2ξa λC a bcǫbcpk ξp ξk + Wabij ξ i ξ j W abnmǫnmpk ξ pξ k . (3.41)
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We are now ready to spell out an explict form of the action. Introducing
component fields parameterizing σ : T [1]X → F via
σ ∗(ξ a ) = eaµ (x)θµ ,

σ ∗(ρab ) = ωµab (x)θµ ,

σ ∗(κa ) = fµa (x)θµ ,
σ ∗(Wabcd) = Wabcd(x) ,

σ ∗(λ) = vµ (x)θµ ,

(3.42)

σ ∗(Cabc) = Cabc(x) ,

where by some abuse of notations we used the same letters to denote some
target space coordinates and the respective fields. It can be convenient to treat
e, ω, W, C as differential forms on X. With this identification the action (2.6)
can be written as:
Z

(dωab + ωacω c b)W abnmǫnmpk ep ek +
S[e, ω, W, C] =
X

c d
+ Wabcde e W abnmǫnmpk ep ek − 2(dea + ωad ed )C abcǫbcpk ep ek , (3.43)
we omit the wedge product symbol. Note that before the symplectic reduction
has been done the action is to be considered as that depending on all the degree
zero fields. However here, we only spelled explicitly those fields on which it
depends nontrivially. In particular, thanks to the symmetry properties of W, C,
fields v, f do not contribute (as we are going to see this is agreement with the
∂
∂
fact that ∂λ
and ∂κ
are in the kernel of the presymplectic structure).
To make the structure of the action more explicit define
Rab = dωab + ωac ω c b + (ea fb − eb fa ) ,
∗W ab = W abnmǫnmpk ep ek ,

Ta = dea + ωad ξ d + ea v ,
∗C a = C abc ǫbcpk ep ek .

In these terms the action reads as:
Z


Rab ∧ ∗W ab + Wab ∧ ∗W ab − 2Ta ∧ ∗C a .
S=

(3.44)

(3.45)

X

3.6 Symplectic quotient and BV formulation
In order to give a consistent interpretation to the gauge theory determined by (3.43)
and to construct the respective BV description we need to identify a kernel distribution for the symplectic structure ω̄, induced on the (open domain of) the
space of supermaps Smaps(R4 [1], F ). In the case at hand the manifold F̄ is
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coordinatized by the degree zero coordinates introduced in (3.42) together with
the remaining coordinates introduced as e.g.:
4
X
1 la
ξ µ1 ...µl θµ1 . . . θµl ,
σ
b (ξ ) =
l!
∗

a

(3.46)

l=0

1

with the identification ξ aµ = eaµ . The ghost degree of the coefficients is determined by gh(θµ) = 1. We then take F̄ to the space of supermaps with
nondegenerate component eaµ because as we are going to see these coordinates
correspond to the frame field which must be invertible.7
We have the following
Proposition 3.3. The presymplectic structure ω̄ is regular (i.e. has a constant
rank) on F̄ .
The idea of the proof is taken from [7] and amounts to identifying vector
fields Xα on F such that they are in the kernel of ω and their prolongations to F̄
generate the kernel at any point of the body of F̄ . In terms of local coordinates
the prolongation of a vector field X on F can be defined in local coordinates
through:
X̄ψ A (θ) = X A (ψ(θ)) ,
X A (ψ) = Xψ A ,
(3.47)
where in the left hand side X̄ acts on the coordinates on F̄ , which are packed in
the generating function ψ A (θ). It is easy to check that iX ω = 0 implies iXb ω̄.

The rank of ω̄ can’t decrease in a neigbourhood of a point. Because the rank
of the distribution generated by X̄α also can not decrease one concludes that the
rank is constant and the kernel distribution is generated by X̄α . Explicit form of
Xα and the proof that their prolongations exhaust the kernel at any point of the
body of F̄ is given in the Appendix C.
Because ω̄ is regular the general construction of Section 2.2 applies and
we end up with the first order BV formulation whose field-antifield space is
Ḡ which is a symplectic quotient of F̄ . This BV formulation has (3.43) as a
classical action. To make sure we are indeed dealing with a specific BV formulation of the conformal gravity we need to make sure that (i) (3.43) reduced to
7

This step is completely analogous to the respective considerations [7] in the case of Einstein gravity.
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the symplectic quotient is equivalent to the conformal gravity and that (ii) the
gauge generators encoded in the BV action take all the gauge symmetries of
system into account.
(i) Because (3.43) depends on fields of ghost degree zero only it is enough
to analyze the reduction only in the sector of degree zero variables. First of all
we disregard all the fields associated to higher order W as (3.43) and ω̄ do not
involve them and hence they can be set to zero. The same applies to vµ and f a µ .
Among Xα the only vector fields that affect the remaining ghost ghost degree 0
variables are
∂
∂
∂
− 2W abnm
− 3C abc abc ,
abnm
∂ξa
∂W
∂C
∂
∂
(antisym)
Yd
= ǫabcd ξ c
+ Wdnm a ǫnmbc abc ,
∂ρab
∂C
∂
(trace)
ab ∂
− W adbc abc .
= ξ c δcd
Yd
∂ρab
∂C

X (trace) = ξ a

(3.48)

The action of their prolongations on eaµ , ωab,µ read as:
X̄ (trace) ea µ = ea µ ,
(antisym)

Ȳd

ωab,µ = ǫabcd ec µ ,

(trace)

Ȳd

ωab,µ = (ea,µηbc − eb,µ ηac ) .

(3.49)

It follows that by choosing the embedding of Ḡ ⊂ F̄ one can assume that the
determinant of eaµ as well as totally anysymmetric and the trace components of
ωab,µ ec µ can be set to whatever we want. We use this to set det(e) = 1 and
to set the respective componets of the torsion Ta = dea + ωab eb to zero. The
remaining irreducible component is associate to hook-type Young tableaux and
is set to zero by the equation of motion for (3.43) obtained by varying with
respect to Cabc . It follows this component of ω together with Cabc and their
elimination sets ω to the Levi-Civita connection ωab,µ (e). Finally, equations for
Wabcd can be solved with respect to it and its elimination gives:
Z
S[e, ω(e)] = Wab ∧ ∗W ab ,
(3.50)
i.e. the standard action of GGR written in terms of the frame field. The standard
argument then implies that all the components of eaµ which do not contribute
to the metric can be gauge-fixed by local Lorentz transformations (which are
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algebraic) and the action can be equivalently rewritten in terms of the metric,
giving the proof that we indeed obtained CGR action from the presymplectic
AKSZ.
(ii) To check that the BV formulation indeed takes into account all the gauge
symmetries of the classical action let us analyze the spectrum of ghost variables.
Ghosts λ, κa are in the kernel and do not survive on Ḡ. At the same time ξ a , ρab
are not affected by the kernel and hence their restriction to the symplectic quotient remain independent coordinates. Their associated gauge transformations
are precisely the diffeomorphisms and the local Lorentz transformations. Note
that we do not see ghosts associated to Weyl transformations because this invariance is taken into account in this formulation through the kernel of the presymplectic structure and we fixed it when passing to the symplectic quotient. Note
that there are also no ghosts pertaining to the special conformal sector since
they are also in the kernel.
We then conclude that we have indeed reconstructed a first order BV formulation of CGR.
Let us finally mention the substantial difference between the presymplectic
AKSZ formulation of CGR and the Einstein gravity. In the case of Einstein
gravity one can avoid considering the entire minimal model as a target space
and truncate it to just a Poincare algebra with shifted degree, see [7] for more
details. The analogous truncation doesn’t work in the case of CGR. However,
one can still construct a presymplectic AKSZ formulation based on conformal
algebra and closely related to the frame-like formulation from [11] but this requires imposing additional constraints by hands. This possibility is discussed in
Appendix E.

4 General presymplectic BV-AKSZ formalsim
Our discussion in Section 2 was limited to the case of diffeomorphism invariant
systems for which AKSZ representation (at the level of EOMs) is available.
Now we explain how the presymplectic BV-AKSZ formalism extends to the
general situation of not-necessarily diffeomorphism-invariant systems.
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4.1 Gauge PDEs
If we are only interested in the equations of motion and gauge symmetries (and
hence disregard the Lagrangian) a data of a local gauge theory can be encoded
into the following geometric object, known as gauge PDE [7] (see also [22, 23]
for the earlier less geometrical version):
Definition 4.1. Gauge PDE is a Z-graded fiber bundle π : E → T [1]X whose
total space is equipped with a homological vector field Q of degree 1 satisfying:
Q◦π ∗ = π ∗ ◦dX and dX is the de Rham differential on X seen as a homological
vector field on T [1]X. In addition it is natural to require gauge PDE to be
equivalent to a non-negatively graded one.
One often also imposes some extra conditions of a technical nature to exclude pathological examples. We assume that X is a real manifold while E
(and T [1]X) is a Z-graded one with the degree denoted by gh(). Note that
gauge PDEs are speciall case of Q-bundles [24]. However, gauge PDEs are
necessarily Z-graded and are typically infinite-dimensional. Further details and
references can be found in [21].
By definition, solutions of a gauge PDE are Q-sections, i.e. sections satisfying σ ∗ ◦ Q = dX ◦ σ ∗ . In a similar way one defines infinitesimal gauge
transformation of sections.
The notion of gauge PDE is rather flexible. For instance, the standard BV
formulation at the level of equations of motion is reproduced by taking as E a
jet-bundle associated to the bundle of BV fields (fields, ghosts, antifields) seen
as a bundle over T [1]X (i.e. functions on E are local horizontal forms on the
jet-bundle) and Q = dh + s, where dh is a canonical horizontal differential on
the jet-bundle and s is the BV-BRST differential.
Another standard example is PDE. Let EX → X be an equation manifold
seen as a bundle over the space-time X. The Cartan distribution gives rise to
a homological vector field dh on E which is EX pulled back to T [1]X. In
a suitable local coordinate system xa , θa, ψ A , where xa , θa are adapted local
coordinates on T [1]X , induced by local coordinates xa on X, and ψ A originate
from local coordinates on a typical fiber, one takes:
dh = θa Da ,

Da =
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∂
∂xa

∂

+ ΓA
a (x, ψ) ∂ψ A ,

(4.1)

where Da are components of the total derivative on the equation manifold. Note
that this is a generic form of the Q-structure on E if the typical fiber is a real
manifold (so that gh(ψ A ) = 0). It is easy to see that in these coordinates solutions are covariantly-constant sections in agreement with the standard picture.
From the gauge PDE perspective AKSZ sigma models discussed in Section 2 correspond to trivial (as a Q-bundle) Q-bundles (E, Q) = (F, q) ×
(T [1]X, dX ).

4.2 Vertical forms
The Lagrangian (or partially Lagrangian) systems can be described as gauge
PDEs with extra structures. To define these we first need to recall a particular
realization of vertical forms.
Let π : E → X be a generic fiber bundle. The exterior algebra of local
forms on E contains the ideal I generated by forms of the form π ∗ α, where
V
V
α ∈ k (X), k > 0. The algebra of vertical forms is the quotient of •(E) by
the ideal. Note that vertical zero-forms are just zero-forms as the ideal does not
contain zero-forms. It is convenient to work with vertical forms in terms of the
representatives as we do in what follows.
The De Rham differential d is well defined on the equivalence classes. Understood as an operation on vertical forms it is usually called a vertical differential. Suppose that Y is a vector field on E which is related by the projection to a
vector field y on X, i.e. Y ◦π ∗ = π ∗ ◦y, which in turn implies LY ◦π ∗ = π ∗ ◦Ly .
It is easy to check that LY is well defined on the equivalence classes and hence
defines a Lie derivative on vertical forms. Despite iY is not well-defined on
equivalence classes (unless Y is vertical) one can still employ the Cartan formula LY = iY d + (−1)|Y | diY for representatives.
Given a local trivialization of E over U ⊂ X, i.e. E|U = U × F , each equivalence class has a unique representative that vanish on any horizontal vector. In
the adapted coordinates ψ A , X α , with X α being coordinates on the base, this
representative does not involve basis differential dX α . In terms of such representatives and the adapted coordinates the vertical differential can be explicitly
written as dψ A ∂ψ∂ A . It is then clear that locally the vertical differential is acyclic.
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4.3 Presymplectic gauge PDEs
A presymplectic BV-AKSZ system is a gauge PDE (E, T [1]X, Q) equipped
with a compatible vertical presymplectic structure [ω], i.e. a 2-form ω satisfying
gh(ω) = n − 1, dω ∈ I, LQω = I, where n = dim X. In addition we assume
the following technical conditions: iQ dω ∈ I and iQLQ ω ∈ I. Here and in
what follows we work in terms of representatives.
Given a presymplectic gauge PDE one can consider a natural Lagrangian
system associated to it. More precisely, we first introduce covariant Hamiltonian H as a solution to8
iQω + dH ∈ I .
(4.2)
To see that H exists observe that diQω ∈ I thanks to LQω ∈ I and iQ dω ∈ I.
Then acyclicity of d on vertical forms implies the existence of H (for n > 1
it exists globally). Note that H is a zero form and hence is defined uniquely
modulo functions of the form π ∗ (h), h ∈ C ∞ (T [1]X). As we are going to see
this ambiguity doesn’t affect the equations of motion.
Together with a symplectic potential χ defined through ω − dχ ∈ I this data
defines a natural action functional on sections T [1]X → E:
Z
[σ ∗(χ))(dX ) + σ ∗(H)] .
(4.3)
S[σ] =
T [1]X

This action is a generalization of the presymplectic version [2] of the conventional AKSZ action on one hand and, in the case where (E, T [1]X, Q) is a PDE,
of the so-called intrinsic action from [36] (see also [37]).
Let us check that S[σ] does not depend on the choice of a representative
χ of the equivalence class [χ]. If instead of χ we took another representative
χ′ = χ + ǫ, where ǫ ∈ I and hence it can be written in local coordinates as
ǫ = dxaαa + dθbβb we find:
(σ ∗(ǫ))(dX ) = θa σ ∗ (αa ) ,

(4.4)

At the same time, the variation Hǫ of H is determined by iQ dǫ+dHǫ ∈ I. Using
LQǫ ∈ I one finds diQ ǫ + dHǫ ∈ I and hence Hǫ + iQ ǫ = π ∗ (h). The variation
8

Note that here we have changed the sign convention with respect to the AKSZ setup of section 2
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of the form π ∗ (h), h ∈ C ∞ (T [1]X) does not change equations of motion (can
be locally represented as a total derivative) while
σ ∗(iQ ǫ) = σ ∗(θa αa ) = θa σ ∗ (αa ) ,

(4.5)

where we again use adapted coordinate system xa , θa, ψ A on E. Note that in
this coordinates Qxa = θa , Qθa = 0. It follows that the action is unchanged
under χ → χ′ if we disregard the variations of the form π ∗ (h) which are locally
total derivatives.
In this way we have arrived at a natural Lagrangian system associated to a
presymplectic BV-AKSZ system. However, in general this system contains an
infinite amount of fields and the interpretation of the action is to be clarified.
In the case where (E, Q) is a usual PDE (seen as a gauge PDE) the consistent
interpretation can be arrived at by disregarding those fields which are in the
kernel of the symplectic structure [38]. In this way one can often (though not
always) describe Lagrangian systems in terms of the intrinsic geometry of their
equation manifolds. Just like in the case of diff-invariant systems discussed in
Section 2 a more refined interpretation can be given by passing to the symplectic
quotient of the induced symplectic structure on the space of super-sections of
E.

4.4 Symplectic quotient and BV formulation
It is convenient to identify super-sections as the space of section of a bundle Ē
over X. More precisely, a fiber over p ∈ X is the space of supermaps from
(TpX)[1] to F .
To be more explicit we now work locally using a trivialization E|T [1]U =
T [1]U × F over U ⊂ X. The fiber F̄ of Ē|U is a space of supermaps from Rn [1]
to F . Coordinates on F̄ are introduced as in (2.8), where we keep denoting
coordinates on F by ψ A and use ΨI to denote coordinates on F̄ .
It turns out that the presymplectic structure ω on E gives rise to an (n + 2)form on Ē of the following structure:
ω̄ Ē = (dx)nω̄IJ (Ψ, x)dΨI dΨJ ,
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(4.6)

∂
∂
where ω̄IJ = ω̄( ∂Ψ
I , ∂ΨJ ), with ω̄ on each fiber given by
Z
ω̄ = dn θωAB (ψ A (θ), x, θ)dψ A(θ) dψ B (θ) .

(4.7)

In other words on a given fiber the form is still the same (2.9). It is easy to see
that dω̄ = 0. An alternative language would be to identify ω̄ as a vertical 2-form
with values in densities on X.
We assume that the n + 2 form ω̄ is regular (in the sense that the rank of ω̄IJ
is constant) and consider the vertical kernel of ω̄. This consists of vertical vector
fields W such that iW ω̄ = 0. The vertical kernel is an involutive distribution
and one can (at least locally) pass to the quotient space. Because the kernel
distribution is vertical the quotient is again a bundle over X (its fibers are simply
the symplectic quotients of the symplectic form ω̄IJ dΨi dΨJ on F̄ ). Form ω̄
induces a vertically-nondegenerate n + 2-form on the quotient. This gives us a
fiber-bundle equipped with n + 2-form satisfying all the conditions of the BV
n + 2-form. It has a natural lift to an (n, 2)-form on J ∞ (Ē).
By repeating the arguments given in Section 2.2 in this more general setting
one can show that BV-like action (2.7) with H replaced with H induces the
BV action on the symplectic quotient and it satisfies the BV master equation
modulo boundary terms.
To summarize, under some regularity assumptions a presymplectic gauge
PDE encodes a Lagrangian BV system. This system is not necessarily equivalent (at the level of equations of motion) to the starting point gauge PDE.
However, one can always find an equivalent gauge PDE representation and a
presymplectic structure defined on it, such that the equivalence holds (though
there are examples [37] where minimal model does not fit).

4.5 Example: Maxwell
We now illustrate the construction using the example of Maxwell theory. More
precisely we take the minimal model of the respective gauge PDE (the respective total space Q-manifold is known in the literature for quite some time, see
e.g. [26] and refs. therein. The solutions of this gauge PDE satisfy the so-called
unfolded form of Maxwell equations, see e.g. [39]). The coordinates on the
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total space of E → T [1]X are
xa , θ a ,
Fa|b ,

Fa|bc,

...

C,
Fa|b1 ...bl ,

(4.8)

...

where tensors Fa|b1...bl are symmetric in the second group of indices, satisfy the
Young symmetry condition F(a|b1 ...bl ) = 0, and are totally traceless. The action
of Q is given by
1

QC = − 2 θa θb

Qxa = θa ,
Fa|b ,

QFa|b = θc (Fa|bc + . . .) ,

QFa|bd = θc (Fa|bdc + . . .) ,

...

(4.9)

where . . . denote terms maintaining the Young symmetry properties. It is clear
that we have a Q-bundle structure as Q ◦ π ∗ = π ∗ ◦ dX , with dX = θa ∂x∂ a and
π ∗ (xa) = xa and π ∗ (θa) = θa in these coordinates.
The compatible presymplectic structure and the respective potential can be
taken as [2]:
(n−2)

ω = dCdF ab(θ)ab

(n−2)

χ = dCF ab(θ)ab

,

.

(4.10)

Note that in checking LQ ω = 0 one has to use the ”equations of motion”, i.e.
that Fa|bc are totally traceless.
The covariant Hamiltonian H defined through iQω + dH ∈ I is given by
1

H = 2 Fab F ab(θ)(n)

(4.11)

Introducing component fields parameterizing section σ : T [1]X → E according
to
σ ∗(C) = Ab (x)θc ,
σ ∗ (Fa|b) = Fa|b(x) ,
...
(4.12)
the action takes the form
Z


1
S[σ] = dn x F ab (∂aAb − ∂bAa ) + 2 F abFab

(4.13)

which is a standard covariant 1st order action of the Maxwell field.
The induced symplectic structure ω̄ on the fiber F̄ is given by
0

2

1

a|b

a|b

2

0

ω̄ = dC dF ab + 2dAa dF b + dC ab dF a|b
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(4.14)

where the relevant components of supersection are introduced via:
0

1

2

σ
b∗(C) = C(x) + Aa (x)θa + 2 C ab (x)θaθb . . .
1

c
σ
b∗ (F a|b) = F a|b (x) + F a|b
c (x)θ +

2
1 a|b
F
(x)θc θd
2 cd

(4.15)
+ ...

It follows that all the fields except for
0

C,

a|b

C ∗ = Fab ,

Aa ,

a|b

Aa∗ = Fb ,

F a|b ,

∗
Fab
= Cab

(4.16)

are in the kernel of ω̄ and can be set to zero to obtain the symplectic quotient.
The ghost degree of the remaining fields are given by
gh(Aa ) = gh(F a|b) = 0 ,
∗
gh(AA
∗ ) = gh(Fab ) = −1 ,

gh(C) = 1 ,
gh(C) = −1 .

(4.17)

By inspecting the ghost degree of the remaining fields and the above symplectic
structure one concludes that we have arrived at the proper field-antifield space
of the BV formulation of the Maxwell field. It is straightforward to check that
the BV action (2.7) with H replaced by H explicitly gives a proper solution of
the master equation extending the classical action (4.13). Extension to the YM
theory is also straightforward.
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A

Tensor conventions

In this section we describe our conventions for the tensors emerging in the context of CGR and give missing details on its frame-like description.
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The Bach tensor is defined as
Bµν = P ρλ Wµρνλ + ∇ρ ∇ρ Pµν − ∇ρ ∇µPνρ ,

(A.1)

where ∇µ is the metric-compatible covariant derivative and Pµν is the Schouten
tensor:
(0)

Pµν
(0)

R

ρ

µνσ

1 (0)
R ρσ ρσ
= ( R ρ µρµ −
gµν ) ,
2
6

(A.2)

is the Riemann curvature, and Weyl tensor is defined via:
(0)

Wµν ρσ = R

µν

ρσ

[ρ σ]

− 4P[µ δν] .

(A.3)

Now we give missing details on the derivation of the metric-like action (3.1)
from the frame-like action (3.10). Starting with the equation of motion ǫabcd Rab ec =
0 for f a, introducing tangent components Rabcd via Rab = Rabcd ec ed , and wedging with ef one finds
kmf
(Rab km )δabd
= 0,
(A.4)
which implies
2Rabab δdf + 4Rf bbd = 0 .

(A.5)

Contracting f, d one gets Rabab = 0 and
Rc bcd = 0 .

(A.6)

Rc bcd =Rc bcd +(4fd,b − ed,a fa,b − ea,b fd,a + ed,b f ) = 0 ,

(A.7)

Explicitly one has
(0)

where f = faa. It follows
f =−

1 (0)
R
6

(A.8)

and

(0)
1
1 d (0)
fb,µ = − (e µ Rc bcd − eb,µ R )
2
6
b
so that fµ is indeed a Schouten tensor on shell.
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(A.9)

Now we turn to the properties of the Weyl and Cotton tensors and their
Hodge duals, which we need in the proof of the invariance of the presymplectic
structure. The Hodge duals are defined as:
∗
Cabc
= Ca pk ǫpkbc ,

∗
Wabcd
= Wabpk ǫpkcd .

(A.10)

The inverse relations read:
∗ bcnm
Cabc
ǫ
= Ca pk ǫpkbc ǫbcnm = 4Canm ,
∗
Wabcd
ǫcdnm = Wab pk ǫpkcd ǫcdnm = 4Wabnm .

(A.11)

Every property of Weyl and Cotton tensors has its counterpart in terms of the
duals.
1. Trace-free and Young symmetry
∗
η ac Cabc = 0 = Capk
ǫpkba ,

ǫabcd Cabc = 0 = Ca∗pk ǫpkbcǫabcd = 2Ca∗ad ,
∗
η ac Wabcd = 0 = Wabpk
ǫpkad ,
∗ pk
∗ ab n
∗ an
ǫabcn Wabcd = 0 = Wab
ǫpkcd ǫabcn = 2Wab
δd + 8Wad
.

(A.12)

(A.13)

2. Bach equation [16]
Cabc| b = 0 = Ca∗pk|bǫpkbc .

(A.14)

3. Definition [40] of C in terms of higher Weyl-tensors:
Wabcd|a = Wbcda|a − Wbdca |a = Cbcd .

(A.15)

4. The Weyl tensor enjoys the following relation:
Wabef ǫcdef = W ef cd ǫabef .

(A.16)

B Invariance of the presymplectic structure
Here we explicitly demonstrate that the presymplectic structure (3.33) is qinvariant.
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Equation (3.34) is obtained in the following way:

iq ωW = ρal ρl b d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) + (ξa κb − ξb κa )d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k )+
1
+ Wabij ξ i ξ j d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k )+
2
jbnm
j
abnm
a
+ ρb j W ajnm + ρn j W abjm+
+ dρab (ξ W
|j + ρ j W
+ ρm j W abnj + 2λW abnm)ǫnmpk ξ p ξ k +
+ 2dρabW abnmǫnmpk (ρp j ξ j ξ k + ξ p λξ k ) =
= d(ρal ρl b W abnmǫnmpk ξ pξ k ) + (ξa κb − ξb κa )d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k )+
1
+ Wabij ξ i ξ j d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) + d(ρab )ξ j W abnm|j ǫnmpk ξ p ξ k , (B.1)
2
where we made use of:
ρal ρl b d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) + dρab (ρa j W jbnm + ρb j W ajnm)ǫnmpk ξ pξ k =
= d(ρal ρl b W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) . (B.2)
For the second piece ωC of the presymplectic structure we have
iq ωC = ρan ξ n d(C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + ξa λd(C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk )+
+d(ξa )(ξ dDd Cabc +ρa n Cnbc +ρb n Canc +ρc n Cabn +3λCabc +κn W n abc)ǫbcpk ξp ξk +
+ 2d(ξa)C abc ǫbcpk (ρp l ξl ξk + ξp λξk ) , (B.3)
where the following cancellations can be observed:
3d(ξa)λCabc ǫbcpk ξp ξk + 2d(ξa)C abcǫbcpk ξp λξk = d(ξa)λCabcǫbcpk ξp ξk

(B.4)

and
d(ξa )(ρbn Canc + ρc n Cabn)ǫbcpk ξp ξk + 2d(ξa)C abc ǫbcpk ρp l ξl ξk = 0 . (B.5)
Taking them into account we indeed arrive at (3.37). To see that terms from
equations (3.36),(3.39) give (3.40) we use properties (A.13), (A.12), (A.14),
(A.15), (A.16). The nontrivial calculation is to show that:
∗
∗
d(ρbc )ξ aξ p ξ k Wbcpk|a
= −2d(ρbc)ξc ξ p ξ k Cbpk
.
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(B.6)

To prove it we start with (A.15):
Wabcd|a = Wbcda|a − Wbdca|a = Cbcd ,
Wcdba|a − Wcbda|a = Ccdb ,

(B.7)

Wdbca|a − Wdcba|a = Cdbc ,
1
Wbcda|a = (Cbcd + Ccdb − Cdbc ) = (Cbcd + Ccdb ) ,
2
Wbc∗ pk|a ǫpkda = (Cb∗pk ǫpkcd + Cc∗pk ǫpkdb ) .

(B.8)
(B.9)

Multiply this equation by ǫdnmr to get
nmr
nmr
nmr
δpka
Wbc∗ pk|a = (−Cb∗pk δpkc
+ Cc∗pk δpkb
),

(B.10)

∗
∗
∗
= (−ξc ξ pξ k Cbpk
+ ξb ξ pξ k Ccpk
).
ξ a ξ p ξ k Wbcpk|a

(B.11)

Contracting this equation with dρbc yields the desired relation.
We conclude that
iq (ωW − 2ωC ) = d(ρal ρl bW abnm ǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) + d(2ξaκb W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k )+
1
+d(−2ρanξ n C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + d(−2ξaλC abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + Wabij ξ iξ j d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ pξ k ) .
2
(B.12)

C

The kernel of the presymplectic structure

Here we study the structure of the kernel of the presymplectic structure (3.33)
and show the properties needed in the proof of Proposition 3.3. We first identify
explicitly vector fields on F which are in the kernel of ω and whose prolongations generate the kernel distribution for ω̄ on F̄ . It is convenient to group them
as follows:
• Vector fields along ρab which we group according to the homogeneity in ξ.
We have:
∂
(3) ∂
(3)
(4)
,
Yl = ξd
.
(C.1)
Yab = ξ (4)
∂ρab
∂ρdl
Next there are fields which are second order on ξ:
(2ant)

Yld

= ǫabcd ξ c ξl

∂
,
∂ρab

(2trace)

Yld
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ab
= ξ c ξl δcd

∂
.
∂ρab

(C.2)

(2ant) ldkp

(ant)

Yd

(trace)
Yd
(ant)

To see that Yd

iǫabcdξ c

∂
∂ρab

= Y (2trace)kp . The

ǫ

Note that these are linearly dependent as Yld
linear in ξ ones are:

∂
∂
+ Wdnm a ǫnmbc abc ,
∂ρab
∂C
∂
ab ∂
= ξ c δcd
− W adbc abc .
∂ρab
∂C

= ǫabcd ξ c

(C.3)

belong to the kernel we observe that:

ωW = ǫabcd ξ c d(W abnmǫnmpk ξ p ξ k ) =
= ξ c Wcdab d(ξ aξ b ) = 2Wdcbad(ξ a)ξ cξ b . (C.4)

This term cancels with
iY (ant) (−2ωC ) = −2(d(ξ a)Wdnmaǫnmbcǫbcpk ξ p ξ k ) .

(C.5)

d

(trace)

The considerations for Yd
same.

(2ant)

, Yld

(2trace)

, and Yld

are pretty much the

• Vector fields along ξ a . We also group them according to the homogeneity
in ξ:
∂
∂
Xa(4) = ξ (4)
,
X (3) = ξa(3)
.
(C.6)
∂ξa
∂ξa
Second order ones :
∂
∂
(2ant)
− ξd W ab pk ǫpknm
−
= ǫabcd ξ bξ c
Xd
∂ξa
∂W abnm
∂
∂
−4ξd C apk ǫpkbc abc − 4ξ aCpkd ǫbcpk abc ,
∂C
∂C
(C.7)
∂
(2trace)
abnm
bc ∂
−
− ξd W
Xd
= ξb ξc δad
∂ξa
∂W abnm
∂
−6ξd C abc abc .
∂C
To see that they are in the kernel we observe the following relations:
iǫaljd ξ l ξ j

∂
∂ξa

ωW = 2d(ρab)W abnmǫnmpk ǫpljd ξl ξj ξ k =
ljd
= 2d(ρab)W abnmδnmk
ξl ξj ξ k = 2d(ρab)W abnmξn ξm ξ d , (C.8)
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iǫaljd ξ l ξ j

∂
∂ξa

ωC = ǫaljd ξ l ξ j d(C abcǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + 2d(ξa)C abcǫbcpk ǫpljd ξ l ξ j ξk =

pk
bcpk l j a
bck l j
= 2δad
d(C abc )ǫbcpk + 2δaljd
ξ ξ C bc d(ξp)ξk + 2d(ξa)C abc δljd
ξ ξ ξk =

= 4ξ b ξ c C abc d(ξa)ξd + 4ξa C a bd ξ bξ k d(ξk ) . (C.9)
And finally the first order one is given by:
X (trace) = ξ a

∂
∂
abc ∂
− 2W abnm
−
3C
.
∂ξa
∂W abnm
∂C abc

(C.10)

The proof that it is the kernel is based on:
iξ a

∂
∂ξa

ω = 2d(ρab)W abnmǫnmpk ξ pξ k −
− 2(ξa d(C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) + 2d(ξa)C abc ǫbcpk ξp ξk ) . (C.11)

The first term is canceled by i−2W abnm

∂
∂W abnm

0 due to Bianchi identity. In terms of C
gives:
ξa C

a

bcpk

bc ǫ
∗
apk

=C

d(ξp)ξk −ξa C

a

bcpk

bc ǫ

ωW . Then ξa d(C abc)ǫbcpk ξp ξk =

∗
apk

= C abc ǫbcpk the second term

ξp d(ξk ) =C

∗

∗
apk

(ξa d(ξp)ξk −ξa ξp d(ξk )) =

∗

∗

ξa d(ξp )ξk + C apk ξp d(ξk )ξa = (C apk + C kap)(ξad(ξp)ξk ) =
= (− C

∗
pka

)(ξad(ξp)ξk ) =C

∗
pka

(d(ξp)ξk ξa ) . (C.12)

Together with the third terms in (C.11) they can be taken care of by the
−3C abc ∂C∂abc .
• Finally we have two more independent kernel vector fields
∂
∂
,
K=
,
∂λ
∂κ
simply because dκa nor dλ enter (3.33).
L=

(C.13)

Now we consider the symplectic structure ω̄ on F̄ at a point p, where all the
coordinates but eaµ are set to zero. At this point ω̄ reads as:
1

2

ω̄p = (dwabdW abcd,cd + dωab,cdW abcd ,d + dωab,cd dW abcd)−
2

−2(dǫadC

acd

1

,cd

+ dea,c dC

acd
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,d

+ dea,cd dC

acd

),

(C.14)

in a suitable coordinate system. By inspecting the prolongation of the above
kernel vector fields X, Y, K, L at this point one finds that their linear span coincides with the kernel. The argument given in the main text then implies that
their prolongations generate the kernel distribution of ω̄.

D

Metric elimination

Here we discuss the assumptions under which the metric can be eliminated. As
we discuss in the main text the BRST complex of CGR as presented in [16]
contain ghost degree 1 elements ξµ ν and the metric. Thanks to
qgµν = 2ωgµν + ξµ ρ gρν + ξν ρ gµρ = 2ωgµν + ξ(µν) ,

(D.1)

gµν and ξ(µν) can be eliminated at least locally.
However, gµν are not unconstrained coordinates in the sense of definition
3.1 because the determinant of the metric can not be zero. Moreover, the space
is further restricted to the space of symmetric matrices of definite signature.
It turns our that in the case of Riemannian metric (i.e. Euclidean signature)
the metric can be eliminated. To see this we employ Cholesky decomposition
which states that every symmetric, positive-definite matrix can be uniquely decomposed as
g = LLT ,
(D.2)
where L is a lower-triangular matrix with positive elements on the diagonal.
The space of such matrices is diffeomorphic to Rn(n+1)/2 and the concrete diffeomorphism can be obtained by taking the coordinates on Rn(n+1)/2 to be the
entries of a lower-triangular matrix A and taking L = eA . Entries of the matrix
A then become the free coordinates parameterizing the space of metrics and
form contractible pairs with the symmetric part of ξµν .
In the case of pseudo-Euclidean metrics there might be no such decomposition. We will make use of the following theorem [41] Th. 4.1.1, 4.1.2
Theorem 1. If all the leading principal minors of A ∈ Rn×n are nonvanishing then there exist a unique lower triangular matrix L with positive diagonal
values and a unique diagonal matrix D = diag(d1 , ..., dn), dk = ±1 such that
A = LDLT .
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A metric in general coordinates might not satisfy Theorem 1. For example
take the metric on a plane in z coordinates: ds2 = dzdz̄. If we restrict to such
metrics that admits such factorization the eliomination can still be performed.
This subspace of metrics includes important cases, for example all metrics close
to Minkowsky one.

E Kaku structure
The simple approach one might try is to consider just the conformal algebra with
shifted grading g[1] as the target space with the canonical Chevalie-Eilenberg
differential qCE on it. The presymplectic potential and structure can be read off
the action (3.10) presented in [11]
χ = (dρab ξc κd )ǫabcd = (ξaκb dρcd )ǫabcd ,
ωKaku = dχ = (dξa κb dρcd − ξa dκb dρcd )ǫabcd .
This structure is invariant under qCE and induces the following action:
Z
S = (dωabec fd + ωa k ωkbec fd + ea fb ec fd )ǫabcd .

(E.1)

(E.2)

This procedure reproduces the action (3.10) but for it to be equivalent to the
conformal gravity in metric formulation one has to additionally impose the zero
torsion condition as was discussed previously.
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